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Abstract
Crows and other birds in the family Corvidae regularly share information to learn the
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body condition, level of nervousness, and brain volume using DICOM images from a
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task. We found indirect evidence that body condition might also be important for

to solve a novel task for a food reward? Here, we examined the factors affecting the
a laboratory setting. We split crows into two groups; one group was given the task
after repeatedly observing a conspecific model the solution and the other solved in
the absence of conspecific models. We recorded the crows’ estimated age, sex, size,
CT scan. Although none of these variables were statistically significant, crows without a conspecific model and large brain volumes consistently mastered the task in the
minimum number of days, whereas those with conspecific models and smaller brain
volumes required varying and sometimes a substantial number of days to master the
motivating crows to solve the task. Crows with conspecific models were no more
likely to initially solve the task than those working the puzzle without social information, but those that mastered the task usually copied the method most frequently
demonstrated by their knowledgeable neighbors. These findings suggest that brain
volume and possibly body condition may be factors in learning new tasks and that
crows can use social learning to refine their ability to obtain a novel food source,
although they must initially learn to access it themselves.
KEYWORDS

American crow, body condition, brain volume, Corvus brachyrhynchos, social learning, string
pulling task

1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

and those capable of using information obtained via social learning
to improve their foraging efficiency and solve novel problems would

Most vertebrates regularly encounter novel situations throughout

have an advantage over those that cannot (Galef & Giraldeau, 2001;

their lives, and their ability to successfully navigate them directly ben-

Rieucau & Giraldeau, 2011). One way that researchers can tease

efits their survival and fitness (Cauchard, Boogert, Lefebvre, Dubois,

apart aspects of a species’ capacity to decipher novel situations is to

& Doligez, 2013; Cole & Quinn, 2011; Wetzel, 2017). Assessing how

measure their ability to solve novel tasks of varying complexities; by

to acquire and process novel foods is one such challenge faced by

modifying this approach to include other conspecifics, researchers

many species, particularly generalists. There are many opportunities

can also test whether individuals learn the task by watching others

for individuals from social species to observe conspecific behavior,

interact with it.
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Aside from social learning and information sharing, there are a

on how to acquire food socially (Heinrich, Marzluff, & Marzluff,

variety of individual factors that are known to contribute to prob-

1993; Holzhaider, Hunt, & Gray, 2010; Sierro, Loretto, Szipl, Massen,

lem-solving ability, but motivation is perhaps the most overarch-

& Bugnyar, 2019). Crows possess many of the characteristics re-

ing factor. An animal's motivation can be affected by hunger and

quired for high intelligence: They have high annual survivorship

associated body condition; hungry animals will be more motivated

(Kilham, 1990; Marzluff & Neatherlin, 2006), live in fission–fusion

and devote more time and attention to a task with a food reward

social groups (Cornell et al., 2011), and possess a large brain relative

compared to well-fed individuals (Birch, 1945). An animal's temper-

to their body size (Marzluff & Angell, 2007; Portmann, 1946). These

ament can affect its motivation: neophobia, for example, inhibits

qualities allow crows to amass and draw upon a great deal of experi-

problem-solving (Benson-Amram & Holekamp, 2012) such that an-

ence (via individual and social learning) over the course of their long

imals with greater degrees of neophobia are more reluctant to ap-

lives.

proach an unfamiliar object and require additional time before they

A common behavioral test given to birds to gauge their prob-

attempt a novel task compared with bolder individuals (Heinrich,

lem-solving ability is the string pulling task: Out-of-reach food is

2000; Heinrich, Marzluff, & Adams, 1995). Age might also affect mo-

suspended from a perch by a string, and the subject must devise a

tivation; juveniles tend to more persistently interact with the task

method to retrieve it (Jacobs & Osvath, 2015; Thorpe, 1943). There

due to playfulness (Vince, 1958), although older animals are more

is considerable debate concerning whether birds use insight (here

cognitively developed and have amassed experience, which may be

defined as the use of mental visualization to suddenly solve a spe-

applicable to the novel task (Mason & Harlow, 1961).

cific novel task without the incremental progression of trial-and-er-

Large brains are demonstrably advantageous in many species

ror learning nor pre-programmed instinctual responses) or other

(Benson-Amram, Dantzer, Stricker, Swanson, & Holekamp, 2016;

processes, such as operant conditioning or positive reinforcement,

Deaner, Isler, Burkart, & Schaik, 2007); therefore, brain volume

to solve the string pulling task (Heinrich, 1995; Heinrich & Bugnyar,

might affect an individual's ability to solve novel problems. Domestic

2005; Shettleworth, 2012; Taylor et al., 2010). However, because the

dog breeds (Canis lupus familiaris) with larger brains perform better in

task does not resemble anything most birds would encounter in the

cognitive tasks (Horschler et al., 2019), although there may be con-

wild, a naïve bird must learn a new strategy to solve it rather than rely

founding factors stemming from other differences between breeds,

on experience (Jacobs & Osvath, 2015). The most common solution is

such as body size or temperament. Additionally, large-brained gup-

for the bird to “reach down from the perch, pull up on the string, place

pies (Poecilia reticulata) had a higher survivorship then small-brained

the pulled-up loop of string onto their perch, step on the loop with

conspecifics, though this effect was limited to females (Kotrschal et

one foot, release the string from the bill, then reach down and pull

al., 2015), suggesting that an individual's sex may also be a confound-

up more string, etc., so that the food is drawn into reach” (Heinrich,

ing factor when examining the effect of brain size. Alternatively,

1995), hereafter referred to as the string pull method. While common

brain volume may not be as important as other factors; the brain

ravens are usually able to solve the task using a string pull method

is a complex organ, and aspects such as neuronal density, neuronal

on their first try (Heinrich, 1995), American crows typically require

counts, or the relative size or complexity of specific circuits within

training before they can retrieve the food this way, although naïve

the brain may be better indicators of the advantages that developed

crows have been observed solving the task by flying up and grabbing

brains provide (Healy & Rowe, 2006; Jardim-Messeder et al., 2017;

the food from the string while airborne (Heinrich, 1999).

Olkowicz et al., 2016).

Here, we expand on Heinrich's work with American crows by asking

Crows and other members of family Corvidae (corvids) are

which factors (if any) affect the birds’ abilities to solve the string pulling

widely regarded as among the most intelligent bird species (Emery

task. We wondered if crows: (a) used social learning to aid their abil-

& Clayton, 2004; Lambert, Jacobs, Osvath, & Bayern, 2019); many

ity to solve this novel task and (b) whether individual factors (such as

are capable of long-term human facial recognition (Marzluff, Walls,

sex, age, motivation, or brain volume) affect the crows’ ability to solve

Cornell, Withey, & Craig, 2010), understanding and responding to

the task. Other bird species can learn how to acquire food from novel

reward inequity (Wascher & Bugnyar, 2013), assessing risk (Dufour,

sources by watching knowledgeable conspecifics (Aplin, Sheldon, &

Broihanne, & Wascher, 2019), tracking and remembering the actions

Morand-Ferron, 2013), and American crows have demonstrated that

of others (Bobrowicz & Osvath, 2019), manufacturing rudimentary

they can acquire novel information by observing the behavior of other

tools (Caffrey, 2000; Hunt, 1996; Shumaker, Walkup, & Beck, 2011;

crows (Cornell et al., 2011). If crows can use social learning to solve

Uomini & Hunt, 2017), and potentially possessing a theory of mind

novel tasks, then we predict that crows with a conspecific model will

(Bugnyar, Reber, & Buckner, 2016; Clayton, Dally, & Emery, 2007,

be more successful at solving and learning the task compared to crows

Ostojić, Shaw, Cheke, & Clayton, 2013, though see Van der Vaart,

without a model. Additionally, we predict that crows with the model

Verbrugge, & Hemelrijk, 2012). Corvids are also capable of social

will be more likely to adopt the method demonstrated to them by the

learning; American crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos) learn new dan-

model. If individual factors influence task performance, we make the

gers and keep track of predators by observing conspecific behavior

following predictions: older, calmer individuals with lower body con-

(Cornell, Marzluff, & Pecoraro, 2011; Marzluff, DeLap, & Haycock,

dition (smaller body mass than expected for a given body size, see

2015; Swift & Marzluff, 2015), while New Caledonian crows (Corvus

Methods below) and larger brain volumes (either absolute or relative to

moneduloides) and common ravens (Corvus corax) obtain information

body size) will be more likely to initially solve the task and will master
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it in less time compared with younger, nervous individuals with higher

We gave crows the task within their cage, and they had the remain-

body condition and smaller brain volumes.

der of the day to solve it. We removed the food from unsolved tasks
the following morning. When the task was first introduced to a crow,

2 | M E TH O DS
2.1 | Capturing and housing crows

the food was suspended 45 cm below the perch; we called this the
“Naïve Full” stage. The purpose of the Naïve Full stage was to determine whether and how crows can solve the task at full length
without any prior training. The amount of time Model crows (defined below) spent in the Naïve Full stage varied from 3 days (2016

We captured wild American crows as they departed a large com-

and 2017 cohorts) to 7 days (2018 cohort). Observer crows in 2016

munal roost at various locations in Seattle, Bothell, and Woodinville

spent up to 16 days in this stage, but this was reduced to 7 days in

WA. We lured birds from flocks with bread and trapped them using

2017 and 2018. After the Naïve Full stage was completed, the string

a net launcher. We captured 27 subadult and adult crows (16 males

length was shortened so that the food was tied directly to the perch

and 11 females), which we categorized as being in their second year

(string length 0 cm) within easy reach of the crow; this was the start

of life (n = 15 subadults) or older (n = 12 adults) by a combination of

of the “Learning” stage. During this stage, we lengthened the string

plumage color and feather wear (Emlen, 1936), as well as coloration

by 7.5 cm each day if the crow previously succeeded in retrieving the

of their mouth lining (fully black in birds older than two years). Due

food and reduced the string length by 7.5 cm each day if the crow

to potential differences in behavior and cognitive development, we

failed. Once the string length reached 15 cm, the crows could not

released birds in their first year of life immediately upon capture. We

directly reach the food. We considered a crow to have mastered the

caught birds outside of the breeding season and held them for sev-

task when it succeeded consistently enough to increase the string

eral months each of three years (10 crows from Feb. to Mar. 2016, 9

length back to 45 cm (minimum six successes); all subsequent trials

from Oct. to Dec. 2017, and 8 from Sep. to Nov. 2018).

with the string back at full length were part of the “Mastery” stage.

We kept captured crows in a protected outdoor aviary at the

We assigned crows to a role as Model (n = 13) or Observer

University of Washington, Seattle. The crows were housed individ-

(n = 14) at random based on their cage number (odd vs. even). We

ually and assigned to each cage randomly. The aviary contained 10

immediately gave the Model group crows access to the task. The

adjacent cages separated by wire mesh; crows could see and hear

Observer crows did not initially have access to the task but could

their immediate neighbors (and potentially birds beyond their imme-

freely observe both of their Model neighbors as they interacted with

diate neighbors’ cages) but could not leave their own cage. Because

the task (Observer crows housed in an end cage were only directly

the cages were arranged in a line, the birds at each end of the aviary

adjacent to a single Model, n = 4). Crows in the Observer group were

(n = 2 for each year, N = 6 total) only had a single neighbor, but the

only given access to the task after at least one of their Model neigh-

remaining crows all had two neighbors (N = 21). Each cage measured

bors had solved it seven times after reaching the Mastery stage.

1.8 m wide × 2.1 m tall × 2.4 m deep and contained three perches,

The crows utilized a variety of strategies to solve the task,

each approximately 1.2–1.5 m above the ground. The perch config-

which we combined into three broad categories: attacking string,

uration was identical for each cage, and each bird was given the task

food intercept, and string pulling (Figure 1). Each of the three

within their own cage.

broad categories includes several specific methods, which we list

Crows were fed once per day and had full access to their food

from most to least common. Attacking string occurs when the

bowl for at least 6 hr. The 2016 group of crows was given a large

crows retrieve the food by knocking it to the ground and includes

amount of food immediately after participating in tasks within experi-

the specific methods “string break,” where the crow breaks the

ments described below, and their uneaten food was not removed until

string at the base of the perch; and “shake free,” where the crow's

the following morning. Because half the birds in the 2016 group never

efforts to break/manipulate the string cause the food to slip free

solved the task (see Results below), we modified the food availabil-

of the knot and fall to the ground. Food intercept occurs when the

ity during subsequent years; the 2017 and 2018 groups received less

crow intercepts the hanging food from midair without interacting

food, were not fed until 2–3 hr after their task was completed, and

with the string and includes the specific methods “fly up and grab”,

had any uneaten food taken away later that evening. Theoretically,

where the crow starts on the ground and flies up to the food; “drop

the 2017 and 2018 birds were more highly motivated by hunger to

down and grab”, where the crow starts at the perch and intercepts

solve the tasks we describe compared with the 2016 group.

the food as it drops to the ground; and “cling and grab”, where
the crow clings to the side of the cage and jumps outward toward

2.2 | String pulling task

the food. String pulling occurs when the crow pulls the hanging
food toward itself and includes the specific methods of “pull, step,
pull”, where the crow string pulls while remaining stationary; “side

We suspended a preferred food item (a small piece of fried chicken)

pull”, where the crow string pulls while moving laterally along the

from the center of the perch nearest to the cage door using sisal

perch; and “swing and catch”, where the crow manages to swing

rope twine. Even at full string length, the food remained approxi-

the food within reach. During the beginning of the Learning stage,

mately 1 m above the ground and 50 cm away from the cage walls.

the string length was short enough (<15 cm) that the crows could
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F I G U R E 1 Illustration of the three
general methods used by the crows to
solve the string pulling task: (a) attacking
string, (b) food intercept, and (c) string
pulling [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

directly grab the food from the perch—we called this the “within

Tissue Kit to isolate genomic DNA from each blood sample and then

reach” method. Because this method was only possible for a lim-

amplified the target genes (CHD1-W and CHD1-Z) using polymerase

ited amount of time and required relatively little cognitive ability

chain reaction (PCR). We conducted agarose gel electrophoresis on

to solve, we omitted it from all analysis which examines the meth-

the PCR product; males contain two Z chromosomes and produce

ods used. Because they were wild caught, the crows were never

a single band in the gel between 400 and 450 bp, whereas females

tame enough to attempt the task while any experimenters were

contain a Z and a W chromosome and therefore produce an addi-

present, so we determined each crow's method of solving the task

tional band in the gel between 300 and 325 bp (Griffiths, Daan, &

by reviewing video from a surveillance system.

Dijkstra, 1996).
As part of a related experiment, we imaged all but two crows

2.3 | Individual measures

(n = 25) in a Siemens Inveon PET/CT system, and we used the resulting CT images to calculate crow total brain volume (Figure 2).
We anesthetized (isoflurane) crows and secured them to a multi-

In addition to a crow's role as Model or Observer, we measured

modality bed before conducting a 15 min microPET scan, followed

the following attributes of each bird: age (1- to 2-year-old = “sub-

by a CT scan in the docked and coregistered microCT scanner. The

adult,” older = “adult”), body condition, culmen length, level of

CT field of view was 7.9 cm × 13.3 cm and included the entire

nervousness, sex, and brain volume (both absolute and relative to

brain with a slice thickness of approximately 0.1 mm. We used

body size). We calculated the crows’ body condition (n = 26) by ex-

open-source DICOM viewer Horos version 3.2.1 (Horos, 2019)

tracting the residuals from a regression of their body weight upon

to analyze the CT images and calculate brain volume. Brain seg-

capture (although see Discussion below for shortcomings to this

mentation was done using Horos's threshold-based 2D region of

method) against their culmen length (mm from the distal tip of the

interest (ROI) utility on approximately 40% of the relevant slices.

bill to the base of the feathers, n = 26). We determined each bird's

We edited these ROIs by hand before the software added inter-

level of nervousness by standing 2 m away from each bird's cage

polated ROIs on the missing slices. The generated ROIs were then

while staring at a fixed point within the cage (not at the crow) and

inspected before we calculated the final volume (cm3) with the

counting the bird's movements for 60 s. We assigned a numerical

built-in utility. As some of the brain segmentation is done man-

value based on the bird's perceived urgency to each move; walking

ually and is thus subject to user bias, two researchers (L.T.P and

along the perch = 0.5, while flying/hopping to another perch = 1.

A.L.L) independently analyzed several of the CTs; their findings

We obtained two such measurements for each bird (the first

differed by a very small amount (0.82% ± 0.62%, n = 11); thus,

within two weeks of capture and the second within two weeks of

we discounted user bias as minimal. To account for the allometric

release) and averaged them.

association of brain volume to body size (Figure 3), we extracted

To determine the sex of the crows, we extracted approximately

the residuals from a regression of brain volume and culmen length

20 μl samples of blood from each bird via the brachial artery and

(n = 24) and used these residuals as a measure of relative brain

stored them at −80°C. We used a QIAGEN® DNeasy® Blood &

volume during analysis in addition to raw absolute brain volume.

|
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F I G U R E 2 DICOM image output from CT scan of a crow's head. For all viewpoints, the same regions of interest (indicated by numbers)
are highlighted in green. (a) Medial slice of head from sagittal viewpoint. (b) Sample slices from axial viewpoint progressing from anterior to
posterior position within head. (c) 3D model of brain volume generated by the regions of interest from approximately 260 axial slices [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Pearson's r. We used generalized linear models to compare the individual factors affecting the crows’ likelihood of solving the task during the
Naïve Full stage (limiting this analysis to the first three days to account
for the variable amount of time the different groups spent in this stage)
and the time it took the successful crows to reach Mastery (progress
fully through the Learning stage). We examined whether the methods
used by the crows and those used by their neighbors affected their
likelihood of success with Fisher's exact tests.
We examined the congruency in methods used by the Models and
Observers’ by treating their similarity as a binomial and as a continuous
variable. Because most Observer crows had two Model neighbors directly adjacent to them, which may have demonstrated different or the
same methods, we considered the Observer to have copied a Model
if it adopted either demonstrated method as its own. We conducted
a binomial test (single tail because we predicted the observers would
copy their neighbors with assumed probability 0.333 because there
F I G U R E 3 Relationship between log-transformed absolute brain
volume (cm3) and body size (represented by culmen length, mm) of
captive crows

2.4 | Analyses

were three potential methods) to determine whether the Observers
and the Models used the same primary method more often than expected by chance. We assumed the most frequently used method was
the primary method for this test. To account for all methods used by
Observers and Models, we combined each of the three general methods’ proportion of use by both the Observer and its Model to create a

We conducted all statistical analyses using RStudio version 1.0.136

continuous “difference index” using the following equation:

(RStudio Team, 2016). Because we examined eight different variables
using a limited sample size, we constructed models using each single
variable (along with an accompanying null model) and used AICc to

|𝛼Obs AS − 𝛼Mod AS| + |𝛼Obs FI − 𝛼Mod FI| + |𝛼Obs SP − 𝛼Mod SP|
|
|
| |
| |
2

determine which were most consistent with the data. We considered
models to be competitive if they were within 2 AICc of the model with

where AS, FI, and SP stand for the three general methods (attacking

lowest AICc (Burnham & Anderson, 1998). As we obtained many vari-

string, food intercept, and string pulling, respectively) and 𝛼Obs and

ables which could be correlated with each other (such as sex and cul-

𝛼Mod are the proportion of successful trials where the Observer or

men length; Clark, James, & Morari, 1991), we tested correlation via

Model used that method to solve the task. The index returns a value

t24 = 0.25
p = .80
t24 = −0.007
p = .99
t24 = −0.09
p = .93

t 23 = 4.86
p < .001
t23 = 0.91
p = .37
t 23 = −1.90
p = .07

t22 = 1.05
p = .30

t22 = 0.36
p = .72

t22 = −1.55
p = .14

Sex (n = 27)

Age (n = 27)

Social role (n = 27)

t24 = −1.29
p = .21

t24 = 0.75
p = .46

t 24 = 8.13
p < .001

r = −.038
t24 = −0.19
p = .85

Culmen length (n = 26)

t25 = −0.51
p = .62

t25 = −0.16
p = .87

t25 = 0.10
p = .92

Nervousness
(n = 27)

t 25 = −1.85
p = .08

t25 = 0.08
p = .93

Sex (n = 27)

t25 = 0.93
p = .36

Age (n = 27)

Note: We calculated Pearson's correlation coefficient when comparing two continuous variables and reported t-score and p-values for all comparisons for all variables. Notable correlations are bolded.

r = −.51
t 24 = −2.92
p = .007

r = .14
t23 = 0.67
p = .51

Nervousness (n = 27)

r = .29
t22 = 1.44
p = .16

r = .00017
t22 = 8.2 e−04
p = .99

Culmen length (n = 26)

r = .005
t22 = 0.025
p = .98

Body condition (n = 26)

r < .001
t24 < 0.001
p=1

r = −.043
t22 = −0.20
p = .84

Body condition (n = 26)

Absolute brain volume
(n = 25)

r = .67
t 22 = 4.21
p < .001

r = .74
t 22 = 5.23
p < .001

Relative brain volume
(n = 24)

Correlation matrix of the variables we obtained from the crows

Absolute brain volume
(n = 25)

TA B L E 1
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between 0 and 1, where 0 means the two birds solved the task using

volume somewhat (relative brain volume: 0.00 + 0.48 cm3, n = 24).

the exact same proportion of methods, and 1 means the two birds had

The level of nervousness displayed by the crows did not signifi-

absolutely no overlap in methods used. For example, if the Observer

cantly change over time (first measure: 29.74 + 13.14 movements/

and Model both exclusively used the food intercept method, the dif|0−0|+|1−1|+|0−0|
ference index would be
= 0, which reflects that both
2

min, second measure: 28.48 + 13.62 movements/min, t 26 = 0.55, and

birds are perfectly aligned in method choice. If the Observer evenly

gained a significant amount of weight by the time they were released

p = .59). The crows were well fed during their time in captivity and

preferred the food intercept and string pulling methods while the

(capture: 400 + 46.16 g, release: 442.4 + 59.77 g, t 26 = −5.67, and

Model evenly preferred the attacking string and food intercept meth|0−0.5|+|0.5−0.5|+|0.5−0|
ods, the difference index would be
= 0.5, showing
2

p < .001). While the Model birds were given the task within eight

that there was 50% overlap in the methods used by the two birds. If

weeks (19.07 + 5.21 days) before they were given the task.

days of capture (1.45 + 2.93 days), the Observers had to wait several

the Observer exclusively used attacking string and the Model evenly

Our calculated crow brain volumes were larger than the endo-

used food intercept and string pulling methods, the difference index
|1−0|+|0−0.5|+|0−0.5|
would be
= 1, demonstrating that the two birds used
2

cranial volumes reported by Iwaniuk and Nelson (2002) (endocranial volume: 7.17 + 0.55 cm3), yet smaller than the brain volumes

completely different methods. Although the index does not have a crit-

reported by Mlikovsky (2003) (endocranial volume: 8.7 cm3, SE not

ical threshold for statistical significance (such as <0.05 for p-value) and

provided). These discrepancies are likely due to differences in mea-

tends to bias toward 1 (minor differences in the sample size of Observers

surement technique and demonstrate that our virtual measurements

and Models can only increase the score rather than decrease it), we

are comparable to physical measurements of the brain.

present the difference index as a relative measure of method choice

Among the eight variables we obtained from the crows, we ob-

similarity instead of statistical tests of individual Model and Observer

served five cases where variables were strongly correlated, and two ad-

congruence (e.g., chi square) because the repeated choice of methods

ditional cases where there was notable correlation (Table 1). Absolute

by a particular bird is not independent of one another.

brain volume and relative brain volume are, unsurprisingly, highly

Because it is possible that the Observers copied the exact

correlated (t22 = 5.23, p < .001). Three of the variables (absolute brain

method most commonly used by their Model neighbors to solve the

volume, culmen length, and sex) are closely tied to the size of the bird

task, we examined the use of specific, rather than general, meth-

and are all highly correlated with one another as a result; males have

ods using the six different methods the crows could use to solve

larger absolute brain volumes (t23 = 4.86, p < .001) and culmen lengths

the task during the Mastery stage (none of the crows used the cling

(t22 = 8.13, p < .001) than females, and birds with long culmen lengths

and grab or swing and catch specific methods during this stage). As

had correspondingly large brains (t22 = 4.21, p < .001). Additionally,

above, we calculated difference indices for the use of exact methods

birds with poorer body condition were more nervous than those in

by Observers and Models and used an exact binomial test to deter-

good condition (t24 = −2.92, p = .007). The Model group contained more

mine whether the crows are copying their neighbors. To reflect the

males (t25 = −1.85, p = .08) and had somewhat larger absolute brain

six possible methods, we set the probability that crows copied their

volumes (t23 = −1.90, p = .07)) than the Observer group, although this

models due to chance to be 0.167.

was due to chance as we randomly assigned birds to their cages (and
therefore, social role) prior to determining their sex and brain volume.

2.5 | Ethical note

3.2 | Initial access to task

We captured, housed, and tested all crows (including PET/CT scans)
in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee

Many of the crows initially struggled to obtain the food hung at full

of the University of Washington (IACUC; protocol number 3077-

length from the perch; only nine Models and four Observers solved

01), Federal Fish and Wildlife Permit MB761139-0, and State of

the task within the first three days. However, eight additional crows

Washington Scientific Collection Permit 14-010. All were released

learned to solve the task after the first three-day period; three

back into the wild at the conclusion of the study.

Observers given additional time in the Naïve Full stage solved it, and
one Observer and four Models solved it during the Learning stage.
In total, 21 of 27 birds were successful. The crows became increas-

3 | R E S U LT S

ingly successful at solving the task as they gained experience with
it; all successful birds were nearly twice as likely to solve the task on

3.1 | General

any given day during the Mastery stage than during the Naïve Full
stage (Naïve Full probability of solving: X+SE = 0.47 + 0.9, Mastery:

Our

captive

crows

varied

in

size

(culmen

length:

X

0.91 + 0.04, t 20 = 4.82, p < .001). Although almost all crows in the

+SD = 49.5 + 3.08 mm, n = 26), body condition (0.00 + 38.15 g,

2017 and 2018 cohorts learned to solve the task, only five of the

n = 26), level of nervousness (29.11 + 11.99 movements/min, n = 27),

crows we captured in 2016 solved it (all from the Model group). These

and absolute brain volume (Figure 3; 7.68 + 0.64 cm3, n = 25), al-

birds had better overall body condition upon capture than both the

though compensating for body size reduced the variation in brain

2017 (t 23 = 3.32, p = .003) and the 2018 (t 23 = 3.35, p = .003) cohorts.
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Almost all the crows that succeeded during the entire Naïve Full

crow to progress through the Learning stage and reach the Mastery

stage (n = 16) used an attacking string (n = 5) or food intercept (n = 9)

stage (Table 5), although none of them were significant at the p = .05

method when they solved the task for the first time. The crows’ so-

level, nor substantially better than the null model. Specifically, crows

cial role significantly affected their method choice during this stage

in the Model group, birds with larger brain volumes (both absolute

(Fisher's exact test, p = .037), with crows in the Model group preferring

and relative to their body size), and those with good body condition

food intercept while Observer crows preferred the other two methods

tended to reach Mastery in fewer days than Observers, small-brained

(Table 2). Contrary to our expectations, three crows from 2018 used a

birds, and those with poor body condition (Figure 4). The effect was

string pull method during the Naïve full stage; one male Model switched

strongest for social role; Observers on average required an additional

to this method after first solving the task using food intercept, and two

2.5 days more than the Models (z18 = 1.879, p = .06). Absolute brain

female Observers used this method to solve the task for the first time.

volume was also notable; gaining 1 cm3 of brain volume decreased

Afterward, all three birds immediately adopted string pulling as their

the mean time required to master the task by 1.88 days (z18 = −1.746,

primary method. Although one of the females had a notably small cul-

p = .08). The models for relative brain volume (gaining 1 cm3 rela-

men (46 mm) and poor body condition (38 g lower than expected, given

tive to body size decreased time required by 1.77 days; z18 = −1.379,

culmen length), the remaining attributes of the three string pullers were

p = .168) and body condition (gaining 1 g decreased time required

within one standard deviation of the mean for the rest of the crows.

by 0.02 days; z18 = −1.286, p = .199) were weaker and appear to be

The most commonly used method by the birds in the Model group

primarily driven by a few individuals (three small-brained birds and

did not significantly affect their Observer neighbors’ likelihood of

three poor body condition birds, respectively, see Table S1). The only

solving the task during the entire Naïve Full stage (Fisher's exact

competitive multivariate models combined social role/body condition

test; p = .48; Table 3), nor did it influence the general method used by

and absolute brain volume/body condition, but neither performed

the successful Observers (Fisher's exact test; p = 1.0; Table 3). Even

the single variate models (Table 5). Altogether, the six competitive

after lumping the “copy/did not copy” data from all four possibilities

models cumulatively garnered 52% of the weight of evidence, but

for methods demonstrated by their neighbors (Table 3) into a single

none were substantially better than the null model (Table 5).

category, we found that successful Observers were not significantly

Many of the crows showed flexibility in method preference; a sig-

more likely than expected by chance to adopt a method used by their

nificant number of birds changed their most frequently used method

Model neighbors (Exact binomial test, p = .54).

after they progressed out of the Naïve Full stage (Fisher's exact test;

Of the eight individual variables we modeled, social role best ac-

p = .013), with more than half of the crows adopting the string pull-

counted for the likelihood of a crow succeeding during its first three

ing method as their primary method overall (Figure 5). Although the

days with the task, although it only garnered 42% of the weight of ev-

methods employed by the Model birds did not affect the likelihood

idence and was not substantially better than the null model (Table 4).

that neighboring Observers would succeed overall (Fisher's exact test;

Specifically, the crows in the Observer group were less likely than their

p = .5; Table 6), those that did succeed were significantly more likely

neighbors to solve the task during this stage (Models: X = 0.75 likeli-

to adopt their Model neighbor's primary method as their own (Exact

hood success, Observers: 0.33 likelihood success, z23 = −1.98, p = .048).

binomial test, p = .003; Table 6) after they entered the Mastery stage.

This relationship persisted, albeit not as intensely, even after we re-

This effect persisted even after removing the two Observers that were

moved the 2016 group to control for the abysmal performance of that

exposed to two differing favorite methods by their neighbors (Exact

year's Observers (Models: 0.88, Observers: 0.44, z16 = −1.72, p = .086).

binomial test, p = .018) to account for them having a greater probability
of copying one of the demonstrated methods by chance alone.
During the Mastery stage, six of the eight successful Observers

3.3 | Learning and mastery

used nearly identical general methods as one of their Model neighbors to solve the task (difference index < 0.25, Table 7). All but two

After the Naïve Full stage ended, we trained the crows to consist-

successful Observers most frequently used a string pull method, but

ently solve the task using a string pulling method (time required: X

the two that did not (Observer crows 4 and 5) closely matched their

+SE = 7.9 + 0.73 days). Of the eight individual variables we modeled,

neighbors’ use of a food intercept method (Table 7), even though

social role, absolute brain volume, relative brain volume, and body

our training emphasized string pulling and Observer crow 4’s other

condition best explained the number of days it took for a successful

neighbor (Model crow 3) overwhelmingly solved via string pulling.
Another Observer (crow 3) used a wider variety of methods and

TA B L E 2 The most common method used by crows in each
social group that solved the task during the Naïve Full stage

had a difference index of nearly 0.5 with both of its neighbors, even
though all three crows in that group most frequently solved with
a string pull method. Only one Observer avoided using the same

Primary method choice during
Naïve Full stage

Model

Observer

Attacking string

1

4

Food intercept

7

1

String pulling

1

2

method as its neighbor (Table 6); that same bird (crow 8) was one
of the three crows that began using a string pull method to solve
the task prior to receiving any training, and it continued to exclusively use that method during the Mastery stage, whereas its Model
only used attacking string or food intercept methods (difference
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TA B L E 3 A comparison of the most
common methods used by the Observer
crows’ neighbors during the entire Naïve
Full stage, and whether the Observer
crows’ most commonly used method was
the same or different as their neighbors’
during this stage
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Solved task
Same method as
neighbor

Different method from
neighbor

Failed to
solve task

Neighbors primarily used
different methods

1

1

3

Neighbor(s) primarily used
String pulling

1

2

2

Neighbor(s) primarily used
Food Intercept

0

2

1

Neighbor(s) primarily used
Attacking string

0

0

1

Total

2

5

7

Naïve full stage only

Note: During the Naïve Full stage, the Observers’ primary method was identical to their first
method. If the neighbors used different methods, we checked whether the Observer used either of
the two modeled methods.

TA B L E 4 Individual variable model
selection for a crow's likelihood of
succeeding during the first three days
after gaining access to the task (n = 24).
Intercept, coefficient, and SE estimates
are given in logit scale

Model
Social role (model/
observer)a

Δ AICc
0.00

b

Wi
0.40

Intercept ± SE

Coefficient ± SE

p

1.10 ± 0.67

−1.79 ± 0.91

.048

Null model

1.95

0.15

0.17 ± 0.41

Body condition

2.44

0.12

0.14 ± 0.43

−0.016 ± 0.01

.204

Relative brain
volume

3.48

0.07

0.18 ± 0.42

+0.83 ± 0.93

.371

Sex (female/male)a

3.79

0.06

−0.22 ± 0.67

+0.63 ± 0.85

.461

Absolute brain
volume

3.83

0.06

−3.37 ± 5.07

+ 0.46 ± 0.66

.480

Age (adult/
subadult)a

4.17

0.05

0.34 ± 0.59

−0.34 ± 0.82

.682

Nervousness

4.29

0.05

−0.08 ± 1.19

+0.008 ± 0.04

.822

Culmen

4.33

0.04

−0.10 ± 6.67

+0.005 ± 0.14

.969

Note: Best-fit model and competing models (<2 Δ AICc) are highlighted in gray.
a

Binomial variable coefficients are for Observer (social role), Male (sex), and Subadult (Age).

b

AICc = 33.34

index = 1, Table 7). In addition to matching the general methods

2010; Jacobs & Osvath, 2015; Roth, LaDage, & Pravosudov, 2010;

demonstrated by their neighbors, Observers were also more likely

Tomasello, Davis-Dasilva, CamaK, & Bard, 1987; Von Bayern,

than expected by chance to copy one of the six specific methods

Heathcote, Rutz, & Kacelnik, 2009), fewer studies have simultane-

modeled by their neighbors (Table S2). Five of the eight success-

ously examined which of multiple factors best determine an indi-

ful Observers copied the most frequently demonstrated specific

vidual animal's ability to solve such a task (though see Cole, Cram,

method (Table S2; Binomial p = .005). Five Observers were at least

& Quinn, 2011 and Papp, Vincze, Preiszner, Liker, & Bókony, 2015).

50% similar to their neighbors in their choice of method and three

Here, we expand on Heinrich’s, 1999 research on American crows

mirrored their neighbors nearly perfectly (difference index < 0.15;

by examining which individual and social factors in a long-lived, so-

Table S3). One Observer (Observer crow 2) had two Models that

cial animal have the greatest impact on their ability to solve a string

used different specific methods (Model crow 1 used pull, step, pull,

pulling task.

and Model crow 2 preferred side pull; Table S3) and that Observer
utilized both demonstrated methods to solve the task.

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

4.1 | Observers less motivated than models
Contrary to our predictions, crows that observed their neighbors
master a task were not more likely to initially solve the task and took

While multiple studies have examined the role that cultural trans-

longer to master it than did crows without access to such informa-

mission, experience, and other individual factors play in an indi-

tion. The Observers performed measurably worse than the birds in

vidual's ability to solve novel tasks (Beck, 1973; Holzhaider et al.,

the Model group.

2.43

Rel. brain volume + body
condition

4.27

5.03

5.27

7.90

Social rolea + abs. brain
volume + body condition

Abs. brain volume + rel.
brain volume + body
condition

Social rolea + abs. brain volume + rel. brain volume

Social rolea + abs. brain
volume + rel. brain volume + body condition
0.00

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.05

0.06

0.06

2.53 ± 1.76

2.77 ± 1.73

3.29 ± 1.55

2.98 ± 1.21

1.95 ± 0.11

2.02 ± 0.23

3.67 ± 1.52

2.01 ± 0.11

2.04 ± 0.08

1.95 ± 0.11

3.01 ± 1.21

3.71 ± 1.37

2.17 ± 0.12

3.64 ± 0.98

1.93 ± 0.11

2.04 ± 0.08

2.06 ± 0.08

2.06 ± 0.08

3.78 ± 0.98

1.93 ± 0.11

Intercept ± SE

0.19 ± 0.20

0.22 ± 0.20

−0.16 ± 0.20

0.18 ± 0.20

0.22 ± 0.18

0.001 ± 0.007

−0.21 ± 0.20

0.12 ± 0.16

−0.26 ± 0.19

0.26 ± 0.18

0.21 ± 0.21

−0.034 ± 0.028

−0.20 ± 0.16

−0.21 ± 0.13

0.28 ± 0.17

−0.003 ± 0.002

−0.26 ± 0.19

−0.23 ± 0.13

0.31 ± 0.16

Coefficient 1 ± SE

.35

.28

.42

.36

.23

.845

.29

.480

.16

.15

.28

.230

.229

.10

.09

.199

.168

.081

.060

p

−0.07 ± 0.23

−0.11 ± 0.22

−0.08 ± 0.29

−0.13 ± 0.15

−0.18 ± 0.20

−0.03 ± 0.29

−0.003 ± 0.002

−0.16 ± 0.20

−0.14 ± 0.15

−0.003 ± 0.002

−0.002 ± 0.002

Coefficient 2 ± SE

.74

.64

.78

.38

.38

.93

.18

.44

.37

.26

.31

p

−0.11 ± 0.30

−0.06 ± 0.29

−0.003 ± 0.002

−0.002 ± 0.002

−0.003 ± 0.002

Coefficient 3 ± SE

.72

.85

.25

.32

.28

p

−0.003 ± 0.002

Coefficient 4 ± SE

.30

p

AICc = 96.56

Binomial variable coefficients are for Observer (social role), Male (sex), and Subadult (Age).

b

a

|

Note: Intercept, coefficient, and SE estimates are given in log scale. Best-fit model and competing models (<2 Δ AICc) are highlighted in gray. Multivariate models are constructed using only the variables
from competing models.

4.25

Social role + rel. brain volume + body condition

a

3.43

2.24

Social rolea + rel. brain
volume

Nervousness

2.05

2.98

2.04

Culmem

Social rolea + abs. brain
volume

3.19

2.03

Sexa

Abs. brain volume + rel.
brain volume

0.05

1.85

Abs. brain volume + body
condition

Agea

0.05

1.79

Social role a + body
condition

0.07
0.06

1.47

1.71

Rel. brain volume

0.09

0.12

0.15

Wi

Body condition

0.35

0.96

Abs. brain volume

0.0 b

Social rolea

Null model

Δ AICc

Model selection for time required for a successful crow to progress through the Learning stage and reach the Mastery stage (n = 19)

Model

TA B L E 5
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F I G U R E 4 The four leading variables
for explaining the days required for a crow
to progress through the learning stage and
reach mastery: (a) social role, (b) absolute
brain volume, (c) relative brain volume,
and (d) body condition

We believe this apparent lack of social learning was due to the

from subsequent years. Furthermore, the statistical model contain-

Observers being less motivated to retrieve the food—they spent

ing body condition was one of the competitive models for predicting

roughly three weeks in captivity before being given the task, during

the amount of time required for a crow to reach the Mastery stage

which their body condition improved from regular food access. The

and was the most highly ranked of the non-competitive models for

2016 group supports this hypothesis: they performed objectively

predicting the likelihood of initial success. Unfortunately, because

worse (none of the Observers from that cohort ever solved the task),

we did not extract daily weights from the birds (we used weight on

yet their initial body condition was greater (possibly due to their

day of capture to calculate body condition) we cannot directly com-

being captured later in the non-breeding season) than the groups

pare the body condition of Models vs. Observers when each group
first gained access to the task—future studies should consider regularly measuring the body condition of their study species as they
attempt the task.
In addition to better body condition, the Observer crows may
have been less motivated due to learning the routine of captivity.
While the Model birds were newly captured from the wild (and still
uncertain of when their next meal would come) when they were
first given the task, the Observers had likely learned that food
would be delivered at some point each day. While we attempted
to motivate them by removing their food bowls prior to giving
them the task, after several days we noticed that the crows had
started caching food throughout their cage. Whether as a result
of the natural corvid instinct to cache (Jacobs et al., 2014), or in
anticipation of their food bowl being removed (Emery, 2004), this
caching behavior ensured that most crows had continuous access
to food and were therefore less motivated to retrieve the hanging
chicken (Birch, 1945).
Finally, the Model group contained more males and a higher

F I G U R E 5 A comparison of the number of crows that most
frequently used each method during the Naïve Full stage and
afterward [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

mean absolute brain size compared with the Observer group. This
is due to chance, as we assigned crows to cages randomly at the
beginning of the study and did not determine sex or brain volume
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Solved task
Same method as
neighbor

Different method from
neighbor

Failed to
solve task

Neighbors primarily used different methods

2

0

3

Neighbor(s) primarily used
String pulling

4

0

1

Nighbor(s) primarily used Food
Intercept

1

1

1

Neighbor(s) primarily used
Attacking string

0

0

1

Total

7

1

6

Overall

TA B L E 6 A comparison of the most
common general methods used by the
Observer crows’ neighbors during the
Mastery stage, and whether the Observer
crows utilized the same or different
primary method as their neighbors (or
failed to solve the task). If the neighbors
used different methods, we checked
whether the Observer used either of the
two modeled methods

TA B L E 7 A comparison of how often each general method was used during the Mastery stage by the eight successful Observers and the
Model birds they were adjacent to. Crows on the edge of the aviary only had a single neighbor, while the rest had two. Many of the Models
were included more than once in this comparison, as they were adjacent to two successful Observers. Difference Index scores near to 0
indicate close alignment of method choice between the Observer and that Model, whereas scores close to 1 indicate the two birds were
highly dissimilar in method choice
# Success attacking
string

# Success food
intercept

# Success string
pulling

Group

Birds

# Trials total

1

Obs 1

15

0

0

15

Mod 1

42

6

0

35

Obs 2

11

0

0

11

Mod 1

42

6

0

35

0.15

Mod 2

39

1

0

34

0.03

Obs 3

22

3

8

11

Mod 2

39

1

0

34

0.47

Mod 3

42

2

0

39

0.45

Obs 4

21

0

20

1

Mod 3

42

2

0

39

0.95
0.01

2

3

4

Mod 4

31

0

29

1

5

Obs 5

9

0

7

1

Mod 4

31

0

29

1

6

Obs 6

18

0

0

16

7

8

Difference index

0.15

0.09

Mod 5

38

0

38

0

1.00

Mod 6

38

0

9

29

0.24

Obs 7

16

1

0

15

Mod 6

38

0

9

29

0.24

Mod 7

38

3

0

35

0.02

Obs 8

18

0

0

18

Mod 8

37

13

23

0

until the study had concluded. Although the crows’ sex did not

1.00

4.2 | Social learning

affect any of the conditions we measured, absolute brain volume
might play a role in the amount of time a successful crow needs

Although they did not master the task more rapidly, nor have a higher

to master the task. Therefore, it is possible that the superior per-

likelihood of initially solving it, the crows in the Observer group were

formance of the Model group compared with the Observer group

more likely to copy the general and specific method most frequently

may be due, in part, to the higher mean absolute brain volume of

used by their neighbors. This suggests that crows can use social

that group.

learning to hone their technique after they have independently
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learned to solve the task. The ability to use social learning to refine

within species (Collins, Airey, Young, Leitch, & Kaas, 2010; Lange,

a foraging technique would allow an observer to capitalize on a con-

1975; Olkowicz et al., 2016), and even within brain regions of a single

specific's innovation to improve its own foraging efficiency. Crows

individual (Collins et al., 2010).

are certainly capable of this; carrion crow (Corvus corone) use of ve-

Despite these caveats, there are numerous studies supporting

hicles as nutcrackers is transmitted via social learning throughout

brain volume as a predictor of cognitive ability. Recent research has

Japan (Nihei & Higuchi, 2001). The crows were already capable of

emerged demonstrating the importance of neuronal counts over

cracking the nuts by repeatedly dropping them on a hard surface,

other brain-related metrics (such as relative brain volume or cortex/

but those that copy the “car nutcracker” method demonstrated by

pallium mass) in predicting a species’ cognitive capability (Herculano-

conspecifics can save both time and energy.

Houzel, 2017; Jacobs, Kabadayi, & Osvath, 2019; Jardim-Messeder

Our social learning results may have been limited by the crows’

et al., 2017), with brain size being an appropriate predictor of neuron

individual housing, a precaution taken to reduce social inhibition

number (Marhounová, Kotrschal, Kverková, Kolm, & Němec, 2019).

(Marzluff & Heinrich, 1991) and to accurately monitor individual

Additionally, a close association has been found between brain size

food consumption. Most research into corvid social learning allow

and neuron count for the regions in the brain involved with cogni-

the model and observer to freely interact with each other in a single

tion, such as the telencephalon (Marhounová et al., 2019). We have

chamber (Bugnyar, Schwab, Schloegl, Kotrschal, & Heinrich, 2007;

demonstrated that the absolute brain size of American crows var-

Clayton et al., 2007; Fritz & Kotrschal, 1999). It is possible that the

ies among individuals and provides some evidence that individuals

American crows might have had more success learning the string

with larger brain volumes tend to consistently require less time to

pull task socially if they had been allowed to interact with one an-

master the task. While this might suggest that large-brained individ-

other in a similar fashion. This could be considered in future studies.

uals contain greater neuronal counts compared with smaller-brained

Additionally, the crows may be more likely to copy individuals of a

individuals of a similar size (supporting the theory that neuronal

particular social class (such as their mate or kin, see Clayton & Emery,

counts are a predictor of cognitive ability), factors such as neuronal

2007), and we do not know the prior relationships (if any) our study

size and density must also be considered (Herculano-Houzel, 2017;

animals shared prior to capture.

Herculano-Houzel, Messeder, Fonseca-Azevedo, & Pantoja, 2015)
both of which are currently unknown for American crows.

4.3 | Brain volume

4.4 | Method choice

Our findings that American crows with smaller absolute brain volumes tended to have greater variability in the time required to master

The methods used by the crows throughout the study matched ear-

the task supports the hypothesis that larger brains are advantageous

lier (Heinrich, 1999) observations: while naive crows rarely pulled the

for complex cognitive tasks (Deaner et al., 2007). Brain tissue is

string to initially solve the task (preferring instead to intercept the

metabolically expensive to grow and maintain (Aschoff, Günther, &

food from the air or attack the string), most crows readily switched

Kramer, 1971; Hofman, 1983), and thus, we would expect large brains

to string pulling with experience and training. Compared with other

to provide a proportionally greater benefit than their costs to over-

methods, string pulling requires less aerial agility (especially challeng-

come selection pressure. The variation in brain volume in our results

ing for larger birds) than food interception and less physical strength

and those reported by Iwaniuk and Nelson (2002) are comparable,

(especially challenging for smaller birds) than attacking the string.

indicating that the brain volume of American crows can vary in size by

We regularly observed three crows from 2017 and two from 2018

up to 8% between individuals. This variation would offer an avenue

that would first use a string pull method to retrieve the food, but

for natural selection to favor large or small-brained individuals under

afterward would begin attacking the empty string until it broke. This

differing constraints; appropriate given that American crows are

may be a form of play behavior for bored captive crows. Contrary to

human commensal species that live in dynamic environments with

expectations (Heinrich, 1999), we found that some American crows

ample opportunities to discover novel food sources (Kilham, 1990).

are capable of using a string pull method without training, although

However, there are significant caveats to claiming that within-species whole brain volume can be used to predict task perfor-

we only observed three birds accomplish this and were unable to
identify any characteristic which might be responsible.

mance. Primary among these caveats is that none of the models we

Crows in the Model group overwhelmingly preferred the food

used to compare each measured factor against the crows’ likelihood

intercept method when they were first given the task, whereas the

solving or learning the task were substantially better than the null

Observer crows strongly preferred the other methods (Table 2). We

model, which severely limits our ability to apply our findings gener-

do not believe that this discrepancy was caused by social learning

ally. Additionally, most of the brain regions responsible for higher-or-

(most successful Observers did not initially copy their neighbors’

der cognitive tasks (such as the nidopallium and mesopallium) are

favorite method), but it could have been caused by the additional

located in the forebrain (Emery & Clayton, 2004), a specific area we

time the Observers spent in captivity prior to being given the task.

did not measure. Furthermore, our method for calculating brain vol-

While the aviary cages were spacious enough to allow limited flight,

ume does not account for neuron density, which varies between and

the crows did not receive nearly as much exercise in captivity as
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they would in the wild (for perspective, we resighted one of our

animals were sacrificed, and brain volume was unaffected by post-

studies crows on a territory 24 km away from the roost where we

mortem fluid/blood pressure loss.

initially captured her). If their flight muscles had atrophied to some
degree, then intercepting the food from the air would become relatively more difficult than the other two methods.

4.6 | Caveats

The training we gave the crows during the Learning stage preferentially emphasized the string pulling method; by shortening the

Because we wanted to maximize the opportunities for an Observer

string, we made that method both easier to learn and perceive,

crow to see their Model neighbors work the task, we did not parti-

and more efficient to perform than the other two methods. We

tion the cages into pairs or otherwise block any bird's view of their

did not change the difficulty of the attacking string method (the

conspecifics. While this meant that crows could observe both of

string material remained constant), and we increased the difficulty

their immediate neighbors, it also meant that they could potentially

of the food intercept method by bringing the string closer to the

see the birds beyond their neighboring cages. Because the additional

perch relative to the ground. This is the most probable explanation

distance and layers of wire mesh would make it more difficult to see

for why most crows switched to using the string-pull method after

the details of distant bird's activities, coupled with the poorer per-

beginning the Learning stage and presents a competing reason for

formance of Observers compared with Models, we do not believe

why most Observers copied the method frequently demonstrated

this to be a major confounding factor.

by their Model neighbors. However, three lines of evidence suggest

Despite our efforts to ensure every year's group of crows expe-

that social learning was involved. First, while six of the eight success-

rienced the same conditions, we were inconsistent with the amount

ful Observers did preferentially use the string-pull method to solve

of time the crows were given to attempt to solve the task during the

the task after mastering it, only five of them had a neighbor that

Naïve Full stage (caused by temporal constraints from a different

used that method. Second, of the seven Observers that favored the

experiment), forcing us to limit our analysis to the first three days

same method as their neighbors, two preferred the Food Intercept

of task access. Additionally, we captured the 2016 crows later in the

method, even though one of them had a second neighbor that opted

non-breeding season than subsequent years’ cohorts, which may

to use the string-pull method. (Table 7). Third, in addition to adopt-

have played a role in their poor performance.

ing the most commonly modeled method of problem-solving, after

Our findings that brain volume and body condition are weakly

mastering the task the variety of general and specific methods used

correlated with learning time are primarily driven by three individ-

by most Observers closely matched the frequency of method use by

uals (Figure 4b–d); if we remove them from the analysis, the effect

their Model neighbors (difference index, Tables 7 and S3).

vanishes completely. While we could disregard a single outlier, mul-

There is much disagreement over whether birds solve the string

tiple individuals that span a range of sizes, ages, and genders (Table

pulling task using spontaneous insight-like processes, or more me-

S1) behaving similarly indicate a possible effect of brain volume and

thodical processes such as operant conditioning (Heinrich, 1995;

body condition that could be investigated in future studies.

Heinrich & Bugnyar, 2005; Shettleworth, 2012; Taylor et al., 2010).

Finally, our inability to detect social learning may be due to

Our results favor the hypothesis that most crows learn to string pull

our experimental setup. We used wild-caught rather than cap-

using operant conditioning. Specifically, during the Learning stage,

tive-reared crows for our study; while this ensured that the fac-

the crows learned to use a string pull method by receiving immedi-

tors we measured were representative of the wild crow population

ate positive reinforcement; the shortened string length meant that

in our area, it also meant that our setup was less optimal than a

a single reach down and pull sequence brought the food within or

typical cognitive study and may have added unnecessary variation

almost within reach of the hungry crow, motivating it to continue

to the data and the crows’ performance. For example, many stud-

its behavior. However, some crows may use other methods, as evi-

ies examining social learning record and/or standardize additional

denced by the three crows that learned to use a string pull method

variables, such as the relationship of the tutor/observer dyad, the

without going through any training. These three crows may have

amount of time the observers watch the demonstrators, how much

discovered the method via social learning or an insight-like process,

time the demonstrator spent working on the task, and whether the

although we have no way of knowing if they had any prior life expe-

observer had a preferred demonstrator (Hoppitt & Laland, 2008;

riences that would have prepared them to use this method.

Nielsen, Subiaul, Galef, Zentall, & Whiten, 2012). Social status also
influences Corvid behavior (Miyazawa, Seguchi, Takahashi, Motai,

4.5 | Brain volume calculation

& Izawa, 2019), but we did not know what (if any) social relationship
our crows had with each other prior to capture, and we had no opportunity to learn while they were captive because the birds were

Our method of using DICOM from CT scans to calculate the brain

housed individually and had limited ability to interact. The crows

volume of crows generated a mean estimate that was within the

remained wary of humans, so we had to observe them remotely

endocranial volumes calculated by Iwaniuk and Nelson (2002) and

via surveillance cameras; the video resolution was good enough to

Mlikovsky (2003), demonstrating that our virtual approach is compa-

ascertain which method the crows used to solve the task, but not

rable to direct estimation. The advantage of our approach is that no

enough to determine how long the crows were actively watching
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others interact with the task. This lack of standardization may be
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